Welcome, Introductions, Announcements

B2X notice on supply chain

X12 – Ransomware attack – March 29th

- What happened
  - Web servers went offline. Three were hit and virtual data was not accessible.
  - Has not happened before.

- Where it stands now
  - X12 is not going to pay ransom and validate their business module. FBI suspects that it came from an organized crime syndicate in eastern Europe. Netwalker?
  - X12 is rebuilding currently with new applications, AWS, structure, and security. Has been a long time coming and this made it fast track.
  - Single sign-on is working well. There are 5000-6000 new visitors a day.
  - Might be targeted because of the Healthcare business.

Round Table discussion – COVID-19

- What are you seeing?
  - Rise in documents for Grocery, fall in documents for Retail is possible
  - New York is bad right now but Pennsylvania is doing ok
  - Rise in cyber-attacks and phishing
    - Training and real-life simulations within the company helps reduce risks
    - What happened with Zoom was bad considering most people are home
  - Mars Wrigley worried about Halloween Candy Sales
    - Uncle Ben’s Rice sales are high
  - Household staples are off the shelves so fast

- Anything B2X can do to help?
  - Keep communications going because it is critical to Supply Chain especially for critical food and medicine.

New Business

- Draft coming
  - Must float through appropriate channels
- Use of B2X Standards = Not talking about Ransomware incident
- List of companies involved in B2X
  - Invitation to join us/support us
  - Working behind the scenes
  - Recruiting opportunity

Wrap up